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Abstract.

A commitment scheme allows a committer to create a com-

mitment to a secret value, and later may open and reveal the secret value
in a veriable manner. In the common reference string model, commitment schemes require a setup phase which is supposed to be done by a
third trusted party or distributed authority. During last few years, various news are reported about subversion of trusted setup phase in masssurveillance activities; strictly speaking about commitment schemes, recently it was discovered that the SwissPost-Scytl mix-net uses a trapdoor
commitment scheme, that allows undetectably altering the votes once
you know the trapdoor [Hae19,LPT19]. Motivated by such news and recent studies on subversion-resistance of various cryptographic primitives,
this research studies security of commitment schemes in the presence of a
maliciously chosen public commitment key. To attain a clear understanding of achievable security, we present a variation of current denitions
called subversion hiding, subversion equivocality and subversion binding. Then we provide both negative and positive results on constructing
subversion-resistant commitment schemes, by showing that some combinations of notions are not compatible, while presenting subversionresistant constructions that can achieve other combinations.
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Introduction

The notion of commitment [Blu81] is one of the fundamental and widely used
concepts in cryptography. Basically, a commitment scheme allows a committer
to create a commitment
mitment

c

c

commitment to the value
called

to a secret value

and reveal the value

committing

m

m

m.

But, it may later open the com-

(and a randomness) to prove that

c

was the

[GQ88,Ped92]. The procedure of generating

phase, and revealing message

m

c

is

and some secret information

used in committing phase (precisely, randomnesses) called

opening phase. In the
setup phase that

common reference string model, commitment schemes require a

is done by a trusted third party [CIO98], and it is shown that when we have a
trusted setup phase, one-way functions are sucient to construct non-interactive
commitment schemes [Nao91,CIO98,HILL99]. During last decades, we have seen

various elegant non-interactive commitment schemes that are deployed as a subprotocol in wide range of cryptographic applications, to refer some, such as
contract signing [EGL85], multi-party computation [GMW87], zero-knowledge

+

proofs [GMW91,Dam90], commit-and-proof systems [GS08,Lip16,DGP 19], evoting [Gro05,Wik09], shue arguments [GL07,Wik09,FLZ16], blockchains and

+

their by-products (e.g. cryptocurrencies [BCG 14,FMMO18] and smart con-

+

tracts [KMS 16]), and many other sensitive practical applications.

On the security of setup phase. Along with developing various cryptographic primitives in sensitive applications, recently there have been various
attacks or aw reports on setup phase of cryptographic systems that rely on
public parameters supposed to be generated honestly. In some cases, attacks are
caused from maliciously (or incorrectly) generated public parameters or modifying cryptographic protocol specications to embed backdoors, with intent to vi-

+

olate security of the main system [BBG 13,PLS13,Gre14,Gab19,LPT19,Hae19].
Particularly about commitment schemes, recently two research [Hae19,LPT19]
independently discovered that the implementation of shue argument in the
SwissPost-Scytl mix-net uses a trapdoor commitment scheme, which allows to
break security of the main system without being detected. Clearly speaking, in
their case the used commitment scheme has a trapdoor that having access to
that, one can alter the votes but also can produce an acceptable shue proof.
So, given such trapdoor, a malicious party can does an undetectable vote ma-
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nipulation by an authority who sets up the mixing network .
To deal with such concerns, a particular subeld of cryptography was proposed which is known as kleptography [YY96,YY97,Sim83,Sim85,RTYZ16]. Intuitively, in this subeld, an adversary is allowed to replace a cryptographic
algorithm with an altered version with intend of subverting its security. To construct practical systems secure against such adversary, we need to develop cryptography that can guarantee security against parameter subversion. Meaning
that new cryptographic systems should provide their pre-dened security with
trusted parameters, but even the parameters subverted, the system still can
guarantee a level of security. As a known technique to mitigate the trust on
public parameters, some researches have studied setup corruption or malicious
parameter generation with MPC approaches [GO07,GGJS11,KKZZ14]. Initiated
by Bellare et al. [BPR14], recently this direction has gotten considerable attention with focus on dierent cryptographic primitives including symmetric
encryption schemes [BPR14], signature schemes [AMV15], non-interactive zeroknowledge proofs [BFS16], and public-key encryption schemes [ABK18]. Each of
above researches consider achievable security in a particular cryptographic primitive under subverted public parameters. Non-interactive commitment schemes
are another prominent family of cryptographic primitives that their public
commitment keys are assumed to be generated honestly by a trusted third
party [Ped92,DF02,GOS06,Gro09,Gro10,Lip12]. As such commitment schemes
are deployed in various areas of cryptography, so their security is not only im-
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More details in
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and

portant on itself, but also security of other practical systems relies on it (e.g.
guaranteeing security of shuing in mix-net of SwissPost-Scytl). Thus their security under subverting public commitment key can have a crucial eect on
security of complete system.
As the main contribution, this paper considers resistance of non-interactive
commitment schemes in the case of subverting public commitment key, and provides a treatment with presenting denitions, negative results, and some constructions as positive results.
As already mentioned, commitment schemes in the common reference string
model require a

public commitment key,

a.k.a. public parameters, that is sup-

posed to be generated honestly by a third party and publicly shared among
committers and veriers. Basically, committers and veriers have to trust the
setup phase. To mitigate the trust on setup phase, an alternative is to use multiparty computation (MPC) protocols [GO07,GGJS11,KKZZ14]. But in general,
the question of what happens if public commitment key is generated maliciously,
has got little attention. In many practical applications, by default end-users admit that a trusted third party will generate the public commitment key and
will publicly share it with all users. Beside the fact that in many cases nding a publicly-accepted trusted party is dicult, a natural question can be what
would happen if the public commitment key will be generated maliciously? From
a committer perspective, can we still achieve the expected security guarantees
if the trusted party colludes with the verier? Similarly, from a verier's point
of view, what would happen if a malicious key generator colludes with the committer, such that the committer will have access to secret information of setup
phase. Actually these are the main questions that we address in this research.
First of all, in order to get clear understanding of achievable security in a
commitment scheme with subverted setup, we present new variations of current
denitions. We call them subversion-resistant denitions, as they are dened
to guarantee security of committers and veriers even if the setup phase of
commitment scheme is subverted. Presenting subversion-resistant denitions for
commitment schemes is the rst contribution of this paper. Before discussing
security requirements in subversion-resistant commitment schemes, we rst recall
the standard requirements where both committer and verier trust that the
public commitment key is generated honestly.

On the security of commitment schemes. An equivocal non-interactive

Πcom can be considered as a tuple of
(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck , Sim.KGen, Com∗tk , Equivtk ). In this

commitment scheme

algorithms

Πcom =

model, we consider

three known requirements for commitment schemes which are described below.
Hiding: It is hard for any adversary

A, given an honestly generated public comck (by KGen), to generate two messages m0 , m1 from message space
Mck such that A can distinguish between their corresponding commitments c0
and c1 where (c0 , op0 ) ← Comck (m0 ) and (c1 , op1 ) ← Comck (m1 ).
Binding: It is hard for any adversary A, given an honestly generated public
commitment key ck, to come up with a collision (c, m0 , op0 , m1 , op1 ), such that
op0 and op1 are valid opening values of two dierent pre-images m0 =/ m1 for c.
mitment key
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Equivocality: Given a secret trapdoor
mitment key

ck,

tk

associated with the public com-

it is possible to create a fake commitment that can be

opened successfully. More formally, a commitment scheme is (perfectly) equivocal (a.k.a. trapdoor commitment) if for all stateful adversary

A, and secuλ, we have, Pr[ck ← KGen(1λ ), m ← A(ck), r ←$ Rck , (c, op) ←
Comck (m; r) ∶ A(c, op) = 1] = Pr[(ck, tk) ← Sim.KGen(1λ ), m ← A(ck), (c, η) ←
Com∗tk (ck), op ← Equivtk (c, m, η) ∶ A(c, op) = 1], where A outputs m ∈ Mck , and
Rck denotes the randomness space.
rity parameter

We note that equivocality implies that the commitment scheme is hiding, as
a commitment is indistinguishable from an equivocal commitment which can be
opened to any message. In some cases the commitment scheme is only expected
to satisfy

hiding

and

binding,

but in many cases, specially in security proofs of

larger cryptographic systems which use commitment schemes as a subroutine, it
is shown that hiding property is not enough and the scheme should guarantee
equivocality as well. Pedersen commitment scheme is one of the most known
schemes that satises hiding, equivocality and binding [Ped92].
Next, we discuss security goals in subversion-resistant commitment scheme.

On the security of commitment schemes under parameter subversion.
The key change in new denitions is that the adversary generates the public
commitment key
trapdoors

tk

ck. We note that if adversary generates ck, so it can retain some
ck. In section 3.2,

as a "backdoor" related to the commitment key

we formalize the following requirements for subversion-resistant commitment
schemes:
Sub-hiding: (subversion hiding) Even if the adversary

ck

is

phase

ck

A

generates public com-

tk), if the
m0 , m1 ∈ Mck
such that A can distinguish between their corresponding commitments c0 and
c1 where (c0 , op0 ) ← Comck (m0 ) and (c1 , op1 ) ← Comck (m1 ).
Sub-binding: (subversion binding) Even if the adversary A generates public commitment key ck (consequently it knows the corresponding trapdoor tk), if the ck
is well-formed, it is hard for A to come up with a collision (c, m0 , op0 , m1 , op1 ),
such that op0 and op1 are valid opening values of two dierent pre-images
m0 =/ m1 for commitment c.
Sub-equivocality: (subversion equivocality) Even if the adversary A generates
public commitment key ck (consequently it knows the corresponding trapdoor
tk), the commitment scheme still should be equivocal; meaning that the setup
mitment key

(consequently it knows the corresponding trapdoor

well-formed

still

1 , it is hard for

A

to generate two messages

should be simulatable. Technically speaking, for all stateful adver-

A we should have, Pr[(ck, m) ← A(1λ ), r ←$ Rck , (c, op) ← Comck (m; r) ∶
A(c, op) = 1] is equal to Pr[((ck, tk), m) ← Sim.A(1λ ), (c, η) ← Com∗tk (ck), op ←
Equivtk (c, m, η) ∶ A(c, op) = 1], where A outputs m ∈ Mck , and Rck denotes the

sary

randomness space.
We note that subversion resistant version of denitions, imply standard version of them. For instance, sub-equivocality implies equivocality, and as already

1

Intuitively, the generated

ck

should have well-dened structure. Later we will have

more discussion about verifying the well-formedness of a public commitment key.
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Table 1:

Top: Table of our negative and positive results. In each row we refer to
Bottom: Relation between current

simultaneously achieving all selected notions.
and subversion-resistant notions.
Standard

Subversion Resistant

hiding equivocal binding sub-hiding sub-equivocal sub-binding result in

✓
✓

negative
positive 1
positive 2
positive 3

✓
✓
✓

✓

sub-equivocality

↓

sub-hiding

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Ð→

equivocality

Ð→

hiding

✓

✓

↓

Thm. 1
Thm. 2

✓

Thm. 3
Thm. 4

sub-binding

↓

binding

mentioned equivocality implies hiding, as a commitment is indistinguishable
from an equivocal commitment that can be opened to any message. A representation of relations between standard and new notions is shown in bottom
of Tab. 1. As it can be seen, sub-binding implies binding, and sub-equivocality
implies sub-hiding, equivocality, and consequently hiding.

Achievability of new notions. By considering new notions, a natural question is how much subversion security is achievable in commitment schemes?
As often we need security guarantee simultaneously for both involved parties
in a commitment scheme; for instance guaranteeing (sub-)equivocality or (sub)hiding for committer and sub-binding for verier. One may notice that, any of
notions sub-hiding, sub-equivocality and sub-binding individually are achievable.
For instance, sub-binding can be achieved if the committer sends the secret value

m,

but this is not hiding. Similarly, in a commitment scheme if the committer

sends empty string and the verier always accepts, the scheme will achieve subequivocality but the scheme would not achieve binding. Such trivial constructions are less practical and they are not considered in this work. Our focus is
on achieving practically-interested combinations of the current and new notions.

binding,
equivocality. So, the main target is to lift the current schemes or con-

Clearly speaking, currently there exist commitment schemes achieving

hiding

and

struct new ones that extra from current security guarantees, they will achieve
one or few of new notions: sub-binding, sub-hiding and sub-equivocality. For
instance, an important question is "can we achieve
for

X ∈ {hiding,

all X

and sub-X notions,

binding, equivocality}, at the same time?"; or both committer

and verier have to trust setup phase absolutely, and we cannot achieve any of
sub-X notions along with current ones!
In this paper, we answer the above questions by categorizing which combinations are achievable and which ones not. It is shown that the answer for the
mentioned important question is negative! But the situation is not so bad and
we still can achieve some of new notions while keeping the current ones. Such
cases imply that in some schemes a committer or verier can mitigate or ignore
the trust on setup phase. We summarize our key results in Tab. 1. Each row
of the table, considers constructing commitment schemes that simultaneously
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can achieve the indicated notions (by checkmark,

✓).

The colours light red and

green show the negative and positive results, respectively. Last column lists the
theorems that establish the results.

Negative result.

We rst ask whether we can achieve sub-binding (binding

with a subverted commitment key) along with the current notions, namely

binding,

sub-

binding, hiding, and equivocality. The negative result (rst row in re-

sults of Tab. 1) indicates that we cannot achieve even standard equivocality and
sub-binding at the same time. This implies there is no commitment scheme in
the common reference string model which can achieve both equivocality and
sub-binding at the same time. We should emphasize that here we consider the
standard notion of equivocality, where the public commitment key

ck

is gen-

erated honestly by a trusted third party. Clearly this implies that we cannot
achieve sub-equivocality and sub-binding at the same time. Indeed this result
also answers negatively to the important question asked before. In section 4, in
proof of Thm. 1 establishing this result, we will observe that denitions of equivocality and sub-binding are not compatible and one can use algorithms
and

Equivtk

Com∗tk

in the denition of equivocality to break the sub-binding.

Positive results.

In the rest we describe the listed positive results in Tab. 1.

Positive 1: By considering the negative result one concludes that we cannot
construct sub-binding and equivocal (and sub-equivocal) non-interactive commitment schemes. So, the next best scenario would be the case that one can
achieve all notions but sub-binding. In Thm. 2 we show that actually this case is
possible, and this gives the rst positive result in Tab. 1. The proof of Thm. 2,
relies on the Bilinear Die-Hellman Knowledge of Exponents (BDH-KE) assumption (dened in Def. 3) in a group equipped with bilinear map

2.

Positive 2: After the rst positive result, one may ask if there exists any practical commitment scheme that can achieve sub-binding. We already know from
the negative result which sub-binding cannot be achieved by equivocality (and
sub-equivocality). So by considering this, the best scenario can be constructing
commitment schemes which can achieve all notions except equivocality and subequivocality. Second positive result in Tab. 1 shows actually we can construct
such commitment schemes. This result is shown in Thm. 3, which is established
under some standard assumptions. We will observe that the result follows from
the existence of binding and hiding commitment scheme with

trivial

setup phase.

Positive 3: The third positive result in Tab. 1 is a commonly used case in practice. The commitment scheme already satises hiding, equivocality and binding
under a honestly generated commitment public key. When we consider the case
that public commitment keys are generated maliciously, it does not break completely, and indeed it still achieves hiding. In practice, this can provide a layer of
protection for a committer without trusting a third party. In subsection 5.3 we
will show with minimal checking, the known commitment schemes proposed by

2

Intuitively, BDH-KE assumption states given bilinier groups G1 and G2 with generg1 and g2 , if an adversary can come up with g1x and g2x , it must know x [Dam92]

ators
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Pedersen [Ped92] can achieve this case. This result might look redundant, as it is
a restricted form of the set considered in rst positive result. But we will observe
that unlike the rst positive result which is achieved under a knowledge assumption (non-falsiable), this result is established under some standard assumptions.
Indeed already there exist some commitment schemes achieving hiding, equivocality and binding, and without adding extra assumption with minimal checking
we can achieve sub-hiding which is stronger notion than standard hiding.

On the achievability of all combinations and other notions.
focus question in this paper is for
combinations of

X

X ∈ {hiding,

The main under

binding, equivocality}, which

and sub-X are achievable at the same time. In Tab. 1, we only

talked about four cases from

26

cases which one may think of. Our considered

cases, which are more practically interested ones, cover many of those cases but
still one can use a similar approach and go through over all combinations and
evaluate achievability of each one. For instance, by considering relations between
variations in Tab. 1, one may notice several trivial cases, and more importantly
the negative result covers a big set of cases which are impossible to achieve.
From a dierent perspective, in our analysis, we focused only on three notions hiding, equivocality and binding. There are several other notions about
commitment schemes that could be considered, for instance knowledge binding [BL07,Gro09], where states if an adversary can break the binding property,
there exists an extraction procedure to extract the message from adversary; or
non-malleable commitment schemes [DIO98,FF00]. With a similar approach one
can consider a similar analysis for a wide range of notions.

Discussions on results.

As our focus is on decreasing the trust on the setup

phase of non-interactive commitment schemes, so one may notice that the nal
achievement can be a two-party commitment scheme, such that non of the parties
will require to trust the setup phase. They simply can agree on some system parameters. Already it is shown that to construct two-party commitment schemes
without setup phase,

injective

functions are enough [Blu81,Yao82,GL89]. On the

other hand, it is shown that there is no black-box construction of non-interactive
commitment schemes from one-way functions [MP12]. In the second positive result, we discuss about two-party commitment schemes that do not require a particular setup phase and their public commitment keys are

trivial, but they only

can achieve (sub-)hiding and (sub-)biding (Discussed in Section 5.2). In many
cryptographic systems, it is shown the deployed commitment schemes require
equivocality, specially in minimizing the round complexity of zero-knowledge
proofs [BFM88], or even constructing ecient non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs [GS08,Gro10,Lip12]. We discuss in section 5.1 where one can achieve subequivocality and binding in commitment schemes used in such zero-knowledge
proofs [Lip12]. We note that sub-equivocality is a stronger notion than standard
equivocality as in the rst one, the setup phase should be simulatable even if it
is done maliciously. So a direct observation is that sub-equivocality can decrease
the trust on such proof systems. Finally, there are cases where we require to use
non-interactive commitment schemes but under standard (falsiable) assumptions, specially about universally composable commitment schemes [Can01]. Our
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result in section 5.3 shows still in such cases the committer can achieve a level
of security (precisely, sub-hiding) without trusting to the setup phase, which is
stronger than previous cases.

2

Preliminaries

Let

λ∈N

1λ denotes its
∣x∣ is its length.

be the information-theoretic security parameter, and

λ = 128. If x is a (binary) string then
∣S∣ denotes its size and s ←$ S denotes picking an element
uniformly random from S and assigning it to s. The empty string is shown with
{}, e.g. ck = {}. All adversaries will be stateful. For an algorithm A, let im(A) be
the image of A, i.e., the set of valid outputs of A, let RND(A) denote the random
tape of A, and let r ←$ RND(A) denote sampling of a randomizer r of sucient
length for A's needs. By y ← A(x; r) we denote the fact that A, given an input x
and a randomizer r , outputs y . By y ←$ A(x; ⋯), we denote letting y ← A(x; r)
′
for random r . For algorithms A and ExtA , we write (y ∥ y ) ← (A ∥ ExtA )(x; r)
′
as a shorthand for  y ← A(x; r), y ← ExtA (x; r). Note that ExtA and A use
internally the same randomness r . We denote by negl(λ) an arbitrary negligible
function, and by poly(λ) an arbitrary polynomial function. For a tuple of integers
Γ = (γ1 , . . . , γn ) with γi ≤ γi+1 , let (ai )i∈Γ = (aγ1 , . . . , aγn ). We sometimes denote
(ai )i∈[n] as a. We say that Γ = (γ1 , . . . , γ2 ) ∈ Z is an (n, λ)-nice tuple, if 0 ≤ γ1 ≤
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ γi ≤ γn = poly(λ). For distributions A and B , A ≈c B means that they are
computationally indistinguishable. In games, we let Pr[G] denote the probability
that game G returns true.
unary representation; say
If

S

is a nite set then

In the case of pairing-based groups, we will use additive notation together

+

Gµ , [a]µ = a [1]µ , where
[1]µ is a xed generator of Gµ . A bilinear group generator BGgen(1λ ) returns
(p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, [1]1 , [1]2 ), where p (a large prime) is the order of cyclic abelian
groups G1 , G2 , and GT . Finally, ê ∶ G1 × G2 → GT is an ecient non-degenerate
bilinear pairing, s.t. ê([a]1 , [b]2 ) = [ab]T . Denote [a]1 ● [b]2 = ê([a]1 , [b]2 ).
with the bracket notation [EHK 13], i.e., in group

3

Security of Commitment Schemes under Parameters
Subversion

As briey mentioned in introduction, to get a clear understanding of achievable security in commitment schemes we rst precisely determine new goals.
Before going through them, we recall denition and standard requirements of
non-interactive commitment schemes in current setting, when the setup phase
is trusted. Recall that in a non-interactive commitment scheme, a committer
computes the commitment to a secret value and sends it to the receiver. Later,
the opening phase is also non-interactive, which might be simply revealing committed value and used randomness or giving a proof-of-knowledge that the committed value is known for committer.
In basic form, a non-interactive commitment scheme consists of a tuple of
polynomial time algorithms

(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck ).
8

The algorithm

KGen

is a

probabilistic algorithm that takes as input the setup information
ates a commitment key

ck

and a trapdoor key

tk.

gk

and gener-

The setup information can for

instance describe a nite group over which we are working, or simply the security
parameter written in unary representation. The commitment key
message space

Mck ,

a randomizer space

Rck

ck

species a

and a commitment space

Cck .

It

is usually assumed that it is easy to verify membership of the message space,
randomizer space and the commitment space and it is possible to sample ran-

Rck . The algorithm Comck takes as input
ck, a message m ∈ Mck , a randomizer r ∈ Rck from the randomizer space and outputs a commitment c ∈ Cck and an opening information
op. Finally, the algorithm OpenVerck takes as input the commitment key ck, a
commitment c ∈ Cck , a message m ∈ Mck and opening information op and returns
1 if c is the commitment of m with opening information op; otherwise returns 0.
domizers uniformly at random from
the commitment key

In
ment

this

paper,

(a.k.a.

equivocality

which

such

a

cases,

we

consider

trapdoor
is

(subversion-resistant)

commitment)
a

stronger

commitment

schemes

notion

scheme

in

consists

that

equivocal

comparison
of

a

commit-

additionally
with

tuple

of

achieve

hiding.

In

algorithms

(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck , Sim.KGen, Com∗tk , Equivtk ). In an equivocal commitment scheme, given the secret trapdoor tk associated with commitment key ck,
it is possible to open a commitment to any message. This property is usually
considered by additional PPT algorithms

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk . Com∗tk

that take

tk (generated by Sim.KGen) as input and outputs an equivocal
commitment c and an equivocation key ek. Then, Equivtk on inputs ek, c and
a message m ∈ Mck creates an opening op ∈ Rck of the commitment, so that
c = Comck (m; op).

the trapdoor

Beside all the mentioned algorithms for (non-subversion-resistant) noninteractive commitment schemes, in this paper, we introduce a new algorithm

CKVer that veries well-formedness of public commitment key ck and is necessary
to construct subversion-resistant commitment schemes. In the rest, we formally
dene a (subversion-resistant) commitment scheme and the target goals.

Denition 1 ((Subversion-resistant)
Equivocal
Commitment
Scheme). An (subversion-resistant) equivocal commitment scheme con-

sists of a tuple of algorithms Πcom = (KGen, CKVer, Comck , OpenVerck ,
Sim.KGen, Com∗tk , Equivtk ) as described below,

Key Generation, ck ← KGen(gk): Generates a commitment public key ck and

associated trapdoor key tk. It returns public commitment key ck and keeps
secret or removes tk. It also species a message space Mck , a randomness
space Rck , and a commitment space Cck . This algorithm is supposed to be
run by a trusted or distributed authority;
Commitment Key Verication, 0/1 ← CKVer(gk, ck) : CKVer is a probabilistic algorithm that given some setup information gk and commitment key
ck, returns either 0 (the ck is incorrectly formed) or 1 (the ck is correctly
formed);
Committing, (c, op) ← Comck (m; r): Outputs a commitment c and an opening
information op. This algorithm species a function Comck ∶ Mck × Rck → Cck .
9

Given a message m ∈ Mck , the committer picks a randomness r ∈ Rck and
computes the commitment (c, op) = Comck (m; r).
Opening Verication, 0/1 ← OpenVerck (c, m, op): Outputs 1 if the value m ∈
Mck is the committed message in the commitment c with opening value
op, and returns 0 if (m, op, c) does not correspond to a valid pair openingcommitment.
Simulation of Key Generation, (ck, tk) ← Sim.KGen(gk): Generates a commitment public key ck and associated trapdoor key tk. It also species a
message space Mck , a randomness space Rck , and a commitment space Cck .
Trapdoor Committing, (c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck): Given commitment key ck and
tk as input, outputs an equivocal commitment c and an equivocation key ek.
Trapdoor Opening, op ← Equivtk (c, m, ek): On inputs equivocation key ek, c
and a message m ∈ Mck creates an opening op ∈ Rck of the commitment, so
that c = Comck (m; op) and returns op.
A (subversion-resistant) non-interactive commitment scheme satises

pleteness
Mck ,

if for

ck ← KGen(gk)

com-

m∈
OpenVerck (Comck (m; op), m, op).

and any honestly generated commitment of

it successfully passes the verication by

3.1 Notions for Honest Parameters: Hiding, Equivocality, Binding
A non-interactive commitment scheme

Equivtk )

(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck , Sim.KGen, Com∗tk ,

has to satisfy various security denitions including hiding, binding and

equivocality that are dened as below.

Hiding. For tuple

(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck ), it is hard for any adversary A,
m0 , m1 ∈ Mck such that A can distinguish between
their corresponding commitments c0 and c1 where (c0 , op0 ) ← Comck (m0 ; r0 )
and (c1 , op1 ) ← Comck (m1 ; r1 ). Meaning that, for all security parameter λ,

to generate two messages

ck ← KGen(gk), (m0 , m1 ) ← A(ck), b ←$ {0, 1},
Pr [
] ≈λ 0 .
rb ←$ Rck , (cb , opb ) ← Comck (mb ; rb ), b′ ← A(ck, cb ) ∶ b′ = b
Binding. For tuple

(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck ), it is hard for any adversary A,
(c, m0 , op0 , m1 , op1 ), such that op0 and op1 are valid
opening values for two dierent pre-images m0 =
/ m1 for c. Meaning that for any
adversary A, for all security parameter λ, the following probability is negligible,
to come up with a collision

Pr [

ck ← KGen(gk), (c, (m0 , op0 ), (m1 , op1 )) ← A(ck) ∶ (m0 =/ m1 )
] ≈λ 0 .
∧ (OpenVerck (c, m0 , op0 ) = 1) ∧ (OpenVerck (c, m1 , op1 ) = 1)
(KGen, Comck , OpenVerck , Sim.KGen, Com∗tk , Equivtk ) is
∗
exist PPT algorithms Comtk (trapdoor committing) and

Equivocability. A tuple
equivocable if there

Equivtk

(trapdoor opening) that given trapdoor of public commitment key, can
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come up with a fake commitment and a valid opening such that they would be
indistinguishable from the real ones. More formally,

⎡ck ← KGen(gk), m ← A(ck),
⎤
⎡(ck, tk) ← Sim.KGen(gk),
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Pr ⎢⎢r ←$ Rck , (c, op) ← Comck (m; r) ∶⎥⎥ ≈λ Pr ⎢⎢m ← A(ck), (c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck), ⎥⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢A(c, op) = 1
⎥
⎢op ← Equivtk (c, m, ek) ∶ A(c, op) = 1⎥
⎣
⎦
⎣
⎦
where

A

outputs

m ∈ Mck .

It is worth to mention that equivocality implies

hiding, as a commitment is indistinguishable from an equivocal commitment
that can be opened to any message.

3.2 Notions for Subverted Parameters: Sub-hiding, Sub-equivocality,
Sub-binding
As we observed in Def. 1, a critical assumption in non-interactive commitment schemes is that the public commitment key

ck

is honestly generated by

a trusted third party or distributed authority. But as our main target is to
consider achievable security in commitment schemes when trusted setup phase
is compromised, so we cannot assume such assumption and instead we dene
subversion-resistance analogues sub-hiding, sub-equivocality and sub-binding of
the notions hiding, equivocality and binding. In new notions, the key dierence is that the setup phase is compromised and the commitment key
selected by an adversary, refereed as
honest key-generation algorithm

A

ck

is

(or a subverter) rather than via the

KGen prescribed by Πcom . Also, as briey menCKVer that veries well-formedness of

tioned before, there is a new algorithm
public commitment key

ck.

Sub-hiding. Subversion hiding asks that if an adversary, refereed as
subverter) creates a

well-formed

ck

commitment public key

it still will not be able to say which of two messages

m0

A

(or a

in any way it likes,

and

m1

is committed,

even if it picks both messages itself. In other words, it is hard for any adversary

m0 , m1 ∈ Mck such that A can distinguish between
c0 and c1 where (c0 , op0 ) ← Comck (ck, m0 )
and (c1 , op1 ) ← Comck (ck, m1 ) even if the well-formed commitment public key
ck is generated by the adversary A. Meaning that, for all security parameter λ,

A

to generate two messages

their corresponding commitments

(ck, (m0 , m1 )) ← A(gk) , b ←$ {0, 1}, CKVer(gk, ck) = 1,
] ≈λ 0 .
Pr [
rb ←$ Rck , (cb , opb ) ← Comck (mb ; rb ), b′ ← A(ck, cb ) ∶ b′ = b
The denition reects that a malicious key generator
a malicious verier

A

A

can be considered as

who aims to learn about the committed message before

ocially opening by the committer. In new denitions, by

ck,

we mean

CKVer

will verify

ck

well-formedness

of

successfully.

Sub-binding. Subversion binding implies that if an adversary
committer) creates a well-formed commitment public key
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ck

A

(a malicious

in any way it likes

(consequently it knows the corresponding trapdoor

tk ),

it still will not be able

to double open. In other words, it is hard for any adversary

A, to come up with
(c, m0 , op0 , m1 , op1 ), such that op0 and op1 are valid opening values
for two dierent pre-images m0 =
/ m1 for c, even if the well-formed commitment
public key ck is generated by A itself. Basically, for all security parameter λ,
a collision

Pr [

(ck, c, (m0 , op0 ), (m1 , op1 )) ← A(gk) ∶ CKVer(gk, ck) = 1 ∧ (m0 =/ m1 )
∧ (OpenVerck (c, m0 , op0 ) = 1) ∧ (OpenVerck (c, m1 , op1 ) = 1)

Sub-binding reects a malicious key generator

A
A

] ≈λ 0 .

A(gk) is like a cheating committer

who aims to double open. So the denition considers general case by allowing
to generate the commitment key

ck.

Sub-equivocability. Sub-equivocality guarantees that even if an adversary
(a malicious key generator) generates a well-formed commitment public key

A
ck,

there exists a simulator which is able to produce the full view of key generation
phase, and also by having secret trapdoor
ment key

ck,

tk associated with the public commit-

it is possible to create a fake commitment which can be opened to

any message. More formally,

⎡ ((ck, tk), m) ← Sim.A(gk) ,
⎤
⎡ (ck, m) ← A(gk) ,
⎤
⎢
⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ CKVer(gk, ck) = 1,
⎥
⎢ CKVer(gk, ck) = 1 , r ←$ Rck ,⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
Pr ⎢
≈
Pr
λ
⎥
⎢(c, ek) ← Com∗ (ck),
⎥
⎢(c, op) ← Comck (m; r) ∶
⎥
⎢
⎥
tk
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢op ← Equivtk (c, m, ek) ∶ A(c, op) = 1⎥
⎣A(c, op) = 1
⎦
⎣
⎦
where

m ∈ Mck ,

and

Sim.A

is the simulator of key generation. One can observe

that sub-equivocality implies sub-hiding and standard equivocality. We also already know that equivocality implies hiding (more details in Tab. 1).

4

Negative Result: Sub-binding with Equivocability are
not Compatible

Currently there are commitment schemes that can achieve hiding, equivocality and binding, e.g. Pedersen commitment schemes [Ped92]. In this section, we
aim to consider if we can achieve sub-binding without degrading already existing mentioned properties. We note that achieving sub-binding individually
is possible (e.g. by sending plain message) but such scheme will not guarantee equivocality. Here our main target is the practically-interested cases. So,
as a rst practical scenario, we consider possibility of achieving sub-binding
and equivocality at the same time. Meaning that we aim to keep already existing property equivocality and additionally achieve sub-binding. We show that
equivocality and sub-binding are not compatible and this is impossible. This
impossibility result implies we cannot construct a commitment scheme that can
achieve sub-binding and equivocality at the same time. Intuitively, if we consider a non-interactive commitment scheme
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Πcom

which guarantees equivocality

and sub-binding at the same time, we show that an adversary can use the sim-

Sim.KGen,

ulator of setup phase

and algorithms

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk

and break

the sub-binding property of the commitment scheme, unless the verication of
commitment scheme is

trivial. By trivial we mean, the verication algorithm can

decide about validity of commitment
Let

Πcom

c

and opening information

binding and equivocality. A

on its own.

commitment-opening instance generator COG

a polynomial algorithm that on input group description

(c, (m, op)),

op

be a non-interactive commitment scheme which guarantees sub-

where

c

is a commitment,

m

gk

is a committed message, and

an opening information (e.g. randomness). Here

c

is

returns a pair

op

is

is a challenge commitment

valid commitment for (m, op), and (m, op) should
OpenVerck will accept them) if c is a valid commitment. Let DP be an algorithm (decision procedure) that on inputs gk and
c returns a Boolean, showing whether or not it thinks c is valid commitment.
Now, consider experiment DEC as below associated to a commitment-opening instance generator COG, verication algorithm OpenVerck and decision procedure
DP,

that may or may not be a
be

valid

opening (it means

Experiment

DECCOG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk):

(c, (m, op)) ←$ COG(gk); d1 ← OpenVerck (c, (m, op));
valid and d1 = false) then return false;
d0 ←$ DP(gk, c);
Return d0 =/ d1 ;

If (c is

AdvDEC
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) = Pr[DECCOG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk)]. Now, we say that algorithm DP decides OpenVerck if for every polynomial time COG the function
AdvDEC
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) is negligible in λ. We say that verication by OpenVerck
is trivial if there is a polynomial time algorithm DP that decides OpenVerck .
Intuitively, in experiment DEC, think of COG as an adversary trying to make
DP fail. The experiment returns true when COG succeeds, meaning that DP returns the wrong decision (as the experiment returns d0 =
/ d1 ). A technical point
is if COG generates a valid commitment c, the game forces it to lose if (m, op)
are not valid opening. Thus we are asking that DP is able to decide validity
of commitment c in polynomial time for challenge commitment c that can be
eciently generated with valid (m, op) if the commitment is valid.
Let

Now lets go through the negative result. The result is established as a theorem
in the rest, but to get the intuition behind the procedure, one may notice that
the denition of equivocality states given trapdoor
one can use algorithms

Com∗tk , Equivtk

tk

of commitment key

ck,

and crate a fake commitment and an

opening which are indistinguishable from a honestly generated commitment and
opening. On the other side, sub-binding requires that given the trapdoor
the commitment key

ck,

tk

of

an adversary should not be able to double open, which

is not compatible with the denition of equivocality. Because given trapdoor
the adversary of sub-binding can use algorithms

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk

tk,

provided by

equivocality and break the sub-binding by generating a fake commitment and
two dierent valid openings. This is the main idea behind the following theorem.
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Theorem 1 (Impossibility of Sub-binding Along with Equivocability).

Assume Πcom be a non-interactive commitment scheme satisfying equivocality
and sub-binding. Then the verication OpenVerck is trivial.
Proof.

Equivocality of commitment scheme Πcom implies that given tk generated
(ck, tk) ← Sim.KGen(gk), for an arbitrary m ← Mck , there are two algorithms
Com∗tk and Equivtk that can generate acceptable (c, op) as the following: (c, ek) ←
Com∗tk (ck), op ← Equivtk (c, m, ek). Without loss of generality, in the rest, we
consider a notion of equivocality which states that given the trapdoor tk, the
algorithm Equivtk can open any valid commitments, instead of only commitments
∗
output by Comtk . This is sort of a stronger notion of equivocality. By this in mind,
consider the following decision procedure DP,
as

Algorithm

DP(gk, c)

(ck, tk) ←$ Sim.KGen(gk); (c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck); m ← Mck , op ← Equivtk (c, m, ek);

Returns OpenVerck (c, m, op)

c is a valid commitment, algorithm DP runs the simulator
Sim.KGen to obtain simulated ck and corresponding trapdoor
tk. Then the algorithm uses tk to generate the commitment c and equivocal key
ek. Next, it uses ek, c and m and generates opening op, and nally by verication
algorithm decides whether (c, (m, op)) are valid commitment and opening. Let
COG be any polynomial time commitment-opening generator. We will show that
AdvDEC
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) is negligible. This shows verication OpenVerck is trivial.
DEC
To show AdvCOG,OpenVer ,DP (gk) is negligible, below we will dene polynomial
ck
time adversaries A and B such that
Thus, to decide if

of key generations

equivocality
AdvDEC
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) ≤ AdvCOG,OpenVer
for all

λ ∈ N

(note that

tion,

the

commitment

both

Advequivocality
COG,OpenVer

ck

λ

(gk) + Advsub−binding
COG,OpenVer

is in description of group

scheme

,A (gk)

ck ,A

and

satises

equivocality

Advsub−binding
COG,OpenVer

ck

,B (gk)

gk).

and

ck ,B

(gk)

By assump-

sub-binding,

so

are negligible. Thus,

Advdec
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) in left side of above inequality is negligible, as desired.
Consider experiments Exp0 , Exp1 and Exp2 as described below. Experiments Exp0
and Exp1 split up the verication (decision) process depending on whether c is
valid or not.
Exp0 :
(c, (m1 , op1 )) ←$ COG(gk); d1 ← OpenVerck (c, (m1 , op1 ));
(ck, tk) ←$ Sim.KGen(gk);
(c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck); m2 ← Mck ; op2 ← Equivtk (c, m2 , ek);
d0 ← OpenVerck (c, m2 , op2 ); b ← ((c is not valid) ∧(d0 = true))
Return b
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Exp1 :
(c, (m1 , op1 )) ←$ COG(gk); d1 ← OpenVerck (c, (m1 , op1 ));
(ck, tk) ←$ Sim.KGen(gk);
(c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck); m2 ← Mck ; op2 ← Equivtk (c, m2 , ek);
d0 ← OpenVerck (c, m2 , op2 ); b ← ((d1 = true) ∧ (d0 = false)) ;
Return b
Exp2 :
(c, (m1 , op1 )) ←$ COG(gk); d1 ← OpenVerck (c, (m1 , op1 )); (ck, tk) ←$ KGen(gk) ;
m2 ← Mck ; (c, op2 ) ← Comck (m2 ; r2 ) ;
d0 ← OpenVerck (c, m2 , op2 ); b ← ((d1 = true) ∧ (d0 = false));
Return b
Experiment

Exp2

switches to the honest key and commitment generations,

that can be done as the commitment-opening instance generator
an opening. Experiment

(c
The

is not

rst

DEC

returns

true

valid) ∧ (d0 = true) OR (c

condition

(left

one),

is

is

COG

provided

i,

valid) ∧ (d1 = true) ∧ (d0 = false).

equivalent

to

the

case

that

experiment

Exp0 returns true, and the second condition (right one) is equivalent to
(d1 = true) ∧ (d0 = false) (as valid commitments always are accepted), which is
equivalent to the case when experiment Exp1 returns true.
Furthermore the conditions are mutually exclusive and cannot both occur at the
same time. Therefore, we have

AdvDEC
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) = Pr[Exp0 ] + Pr[Exp1 ]
= Pr[Exp0 ] + Pr[Exp2 ] + (Pr[Exp1 ] − Pr[Exp2 ])
Notice that by completeness of commitment scheme
As a result, the advantage

AdvDEC
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk)

(1)

Πcom , we know Pr[Exp2 ] = 0.

Advdec
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) = Pr[Exp0 ] + (Pr[Exp1 ] − Pr[Exp2 ])
Now we construct two adversaries
Adversary

A

and

Aequivocality (gk, ck):

Note that in constructing adversary

Equivtk

can open

B

any valid

general approach by invoking

as shown below,

Adversary

(c, (m1 , op1 )) ←$ COG(gk);
d1 ← OpenVerck (c, (m1 , op1 ));
m2 ← Mck ; (c, op2 ) ← Comck (m2 ; op2 );
d0 ← OpenVerck (c, m2 , op2 );
′
If (d1 = true) ∧ (d0 = false) then b = 0;
′
Else b = 1;
′
Return b

algorithm

B

Equivtk

B sub−binding (gk):

(c, (m1 , op1 )) ←$ COG(gk);
(ck, tk) ←$ Sim.KGen(gk);
(c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck);
m2 ← Mck , op2 ← Equivtk (c, m2 , ek);
Return (ck, c, (m1 , op1 ), (m2 , op2 ))

we used the assumption that given

tk, the

commitment. One could also use a more
twice to open the equivocal commitment

to two dierent messages. By considering adversaries

Pr[Exp0 ] ≤

(2)

A

Advsub−binding
COG,OpenVerck ,B (gk)
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and

B

we have,

Pr[Exp1 ] − Pr[Exp2 ] ≤ Advequivocality
COG,OpenVer

ck ,A

(gk).

Next, by substituting last two inequalities in equation (2), we get to the target
inequality as

equivocality
Advdec
COG,OpenVerck ,DP (gk) ≤ AdvCOG,OpenVer

ck ,A

(gk) + Advsub−binding
COG,OpenVer

ck ,B

(gk).

This results the theorem.

5

⊔
⊓

Positive Results

As already mentioned, currently there exist hiding, binding, and equivocal commitment schemes when we trust to the setup phase. In this section, we consider if we can construct subversion-resistant commitment schemes. Commitment
schemes that without losing current security guarantees, will achieve to some of
subversion-resistant notions dened in section 3.2. For instance, can we achieve
sub-equivocality without losing the initial properties? We answer this question
positively in subsection 5.1, by presenting a commitment scheme that is subequivocal and binding under a knowledge assumption in a group with a bilinear
map. By considering the negative result in last section, this is the best case one
can achieve if they want to retain equivocality, when public commitment key is
subverted. In the rest of our analysis, we consider if we can construct commitment schemes which will satisfy sub-binding? By considering, the negative result
in section 4, we know that one cannot construct a commitment scheme which
can guarantee sub-binding and equivocality at the same time. In subsection 5.2,
we show the best we can achieve while retaining sub-binding is sub-hiding; by
introducing non-interactive commitment schemes that simultaneously achieving
sub-binding and sub-hiding. First positive result in subsection 5.1 provides subequivocality and binding under a knowledge assumption. One may ask, can we
relax the requirement of sub-equivocality and aim to retain sub-hiding but from
weaker assumptions? In subsection 5.3, we show under minimal assumption that
there exist hiding, binding, and sub-equivocal commitment schemes, one can
achieve sub-hiding.

5.1 Sub-equivocality and Binding
We present the rst positive result by constructing a sub-equivocal and binding
commitment scheme, which due to the negative result this is the best scenario.
By considering the denition of sub-equivocality (given in Def. 3.2), to achieve

Sim.A,
Com∗tk and Equivtk , where Sim.A will simulates malicious setup phase, next Com∗tk
and Equivtk will output a fake commitment and the corresponding valid open∗
ing. Unlike standard equivocality, the algorithms Comtk and Equivtk cannot get
sub-equivocality in a commitment scheme, there must be algorithms

honestly generated trapdoors of commitment keys, and also they cannot extract
the trapdoors from the malicious key generator
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A

by rewinding, as they do not

have any interaction with

A.

So instead, we will rely on a knowledge assump-

tion, which states if a malicious key generator can generate certain outputs, it
means he knows underlying secret information.

formation

Knowing underlying secret in-

is formalized by showing that there exists a non-black-box extraction

procedure which allows to extract the underlying secret information from the
malicious key generator. Once we extracted the underlying secret information
(more precisely

tk

as the trapdoor of

ck)

from the malicious key generator, we

can give the extracted trapdoors to algorithms

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk

to generate a

pair of fake but acceptable commitment and opening. To guarantee binding, a
minimal requirement is that an adversary cannot obtain the trapdoor

tk

of

ck

from a honestly generated commitment key.
In this setting, as we consider the case key generator is malicious, so there
is an issue initial parameters, e.g. groups description. They cannot be generated
similar to the previous case (by the third party), as they can be subverted.
This issue is addressed by considering the groups description

gk

as a part of the

scheme specication. More precisely, since group generation is a deterministic
and public procedure, so in subversion-resistant commitment schemes all parties
will re-execute group generation themselves to obtain

gk

(similar to the case in

subversion-resistant NIZK arguments [BFS16]). Below we recall two assumptions
that are used in proof of the rst positive result.

Denition 2 (Γ -Power (Symmetric) Discrete Logarithm Assumption).

Let Γ be an (n, λ)-nice tuple for some n = poly(λ). We say a bilinear group
generator BGgen is (n, λ)-PDL secure in group Gt for t ∈ {1, 2}, if for any
PPT adversary A, Pr[gk ∶= (p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, [1]1 , [1]2 ) ← BGgen(1λ ), [1]t ←
Gt /{1}, x ← Zp ∶ A(gk; ([xl ]t )∈Γ )] is negligible in λ. Similarly, we say a bilinear
group generator BGgen is Γ -PSDL secure, if for any PPT adversary A,
⎡gk ∶= (p, G , G , G , ê, [1] , [1] ) ← BGgen(1λ ),⎤
⎢
⎥
1
2
T
1
2
⎥ ≈λ negl(λ) .
Pr ⎢⎢
⎥
l
l
⎢x ← Zp ∶ A(gk, ([x ]1 , [x ]2 )l∈Γ ) = x
⎥
⎣
⎦
Γ -PSDL assumption holds in the generic
Γ given n = poly(λ).

In [Lip12], Lipmaa has proven that the
group model for any

(n, λ)-nice

tuple

Denition 3 (BDH-KE Assumption). We say

GenBP is BDH-KE secure
for R if for any λ, (R, ξR ) ∈ im(R(1λ )), and PPT adversary A there exists a
PPT extractor ExtA , such that
AdvBDH−KE
BGgen,A,ExtA

⎡(p, G , G , G , ê, [1] , [1] ) ← BGgen(1λ ), r ←$ RND(A),⎤
⎢
⎥
1
2
T
1
2
⎢
⎥
⎥
= Pr ⎢⎢([α1 ]1 , [α2 ]2 ∥ a) ← (A ∥ ExtA )(R, ξR ; r) ∶
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ [α1 ] ● [1] = [1] ● [α2 ] ∧ a ≠ α1
⎥
⎣
⎦
1
2
1
2

is negligible in λ. In above assumption, ξR is the auxiliary information related
to the underlying group.
The BDH-KE assumption is an asymmetric-pairing version of the original knowledge assumption [Dam92].
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A Sub-equivocal and Binding Commitment Scheme: We show the variant
of knowledge commitment scheme from [Gro10], dened by [Lip12] (shown in

Γck.

Fig. 1) can achieve sub-equivocality and binding under the BDH-KE and
PDL assumptions along with some well-formedness checking on public key

Theorem 2 (Sub-equivocal and Binding Commitment Scheme). Let

BGgen be a bilinear group generator. Then the commitment scheme Πcom described in Fig. 1 is binding in Gt for t ∈ {1, 2}, under the Γ -PDL assumption

and also satises sub-equivocality under the BDH-KE knowledge assumption.
Proof.

As we did not change the elements in commitment key

procedure

Comck ,

ck and committing

so the proof of binding is as original scheme which is done

in [Lip12] under the

Γ -PSDL

assumption in group

Gt

for

t ∈ {1, 2}.

About the proof of sub-equivocality, in [Lip12], it is shown that the original

ck is generated by a
Com∗tk and Equivtk are shown in Fig. 1). In the
∗
original scheme, the algorithms Comtk and Equivtk get the honestly generated
trapdoor tk of the commitment key ck. But in sub-equivocality the trapdoor tk

scheme is equivocal (trapdoor) when the commitment key
trusted third party (algorithms

is not trustable anymore, as the commitment keys are generated by a malicious
third party or generally speaking by a malicious verier.
Let

A

shows a malicious key generator. To prove sub-equivocality, we rst

need to show that the setup phase is simulatable. Technically speaking, there
exists

Sim.A

which can produce the full view of key generation by

we need to show there exists an extractor

tk

from the malicious key generator

rithms

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk

A.

ExtA

A.

To do so,

that can extract the trapdoor

Second, we need to describe two algo-

which given the extracted trapdoor they can produce

a fake commitment and a valid opening which are indistinguishable from the
honestly generated ones. As the second item already is shown in the original
scheme [Lip12], so we just need to show one can construct the extractor

ExtA ,

and simulate the setup phase. To this aim, recall that the BDH-KE assumption
for bilinear groups

G1

and

G2

generated by

[1]1

and

[1]2 ,

respectively, states

that from any algorithm, given the group description and generators, which returns a pair ([a]1 , [a]2 ), one can eciently extracts

a.

In the rest of proof, we

show one can construct an ecient extractor under BDH-KE assumption, and
extract the trapdoor

td

from malicious key generator

A.
A outputs ck = (ck1 , ck2 ), where
t ∈ {1, 2}, as described in Fig. 1. By

Let a malicious commitment key generator

ckt ← {[xλi ]t , [âxλi ]t }

for

i ∈ [0 .. n]

and

considering BDH-KE assumption, and verications done in commitment key verication algorithm
to output a

CKVer,

we can see that if a malicious key generator manages

well-formed ck, it must know x and â. By well-formed ck, we mean

it must pass the verications done by algorithm

3

CKVer

3 . So we can conclude

[â]1 ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [â]2 inside CKVer algorithm comes from the denition of BDH-KE knowledge assumption. So to check

Note that verication equations such as
the well-formedness of commitment key

ck,

depending on the underlying knowledge

assumption in dierent commitment schemes, one may construct a
with dierent verication equations.
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CKVer

algorithm

Parameter Generation, gk ← BGgen(1λ ):
BGgen(1 )

Given

security

parameter

1λ ,

gk ∶= (p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, [1]1 , [1]2 ), where p (a large prime) is
G1 , G2 , and GT . Finally, ê ∶ G1 × G2 → GT is
an ecient non-degenerate bilinear pairing, s.t. ê([a]1 , [b]2 ) = [ab]T . Denote
[a]1 ● [b]2 = ê([a]1 , [b]2 ).
λ

returns

the order of cyclic abelian groups

Key Generation, ck ← KGen(gk):

gk ← BGgen(1λ ). Let Γ be an
(n, λ)-nice tuple for some n = poly(λ). Samples â, x ← Zp . Let t ∈ {1, 2}. Returns
λ
λ
the commitment key ck = (ck1 , ck2 ) as ckt ← {[x i ] , [âx i ] } for i ∈ [0 .. n] and
t
t
the corresponding trapdoor tk as tk = x.
First obtains

Commitment Key Verication, 0/1 ← CKVer(gk, ck): CKVer
algorithm which rst obtains

ck,

mitment key






gk

as

gk ← BGgen(1 ),
λ

is a probabilistic

and then given the com-

does the following verication on elements of

[â]1 ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [â]2
i
i
For i ∈ [1 .. n] checks [x ] ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [x ]
1
2
i
i
For i ∈ [1 .. n] checks [âx ] ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [âx ]
1
2
i
i
For i ∈ [1 .. n] checks [â]1 ● [x ] = [1]1 ● [âx ]
2
2
and returns 1 if all verications passed (the ck is correctly
of the verications failed (the ck is incorrectly formed).

ck,

Checks whether

Committing, (c, op) ← Comck (m; r):

formed) or 0 if any

gk as gk ← BGgen(1λ ). Then
n
given (ck, m) for CKVer(gk, ck) = 1, to commit to a = (m1 , m2 , . . . , mn ) ∈ Zp ,
the committer samples a random r ←$ Zp , and returns (c, op) that are dened
First obtains

as follows,
n

n

c = (c1t , c2t ) = Comck (ckt ; a; r) ∶= (r [1]t + ∑ mi [xλi ] , âr [1]t + ∑ mi [âxλi ] )
t

i=1

Opening Verication, 0/1 ← OpenVerck (c, m, op):

Given c,

t

i=1

a and r, it recomputes
c; if so outputs

commitment as in committing phase and check if it is equal to

1,

otherwise

0.

Simulation of Key Generation, (ck, tk) ← Sim.KGen(gk):

Uses the simulation

algorithm in Fig. 3 and generates a commitment public key
trapdoor key

Trapdoor Committing, (c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck):
as input, outputs an equivocal commitment
and an equivocation key

ek = r.

Trapdoor Opening, op ← Equivtk (c, m, ek):
c∈
any a, so
Z2p ,

Fig. 1:

ck

and associated

tk.
Given commitment key

c = Comck (0; r) = [r]t

where

On input equivocation key

2
Cck
and messages

that

ck

′

a creates an opening (m, r ) = (a, r −
c = Comck (a; r′ ) and returns op = r′ ,

n
∑i=1

tk
r ← Z2p

and

ek = r ∈

mi xλi )

for

A variation of the knowledge commitment scheme of Groth [Gro10] de-

ned by Lipmaa [Lip12] that can achieve sub-equivocality and binding. We note
that in this setting,

gk ∶= (p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, [1]1 , [1]2 )

is part of the scheme spec-

ication, and in practice each party can run deterministic algorithm
re-obtain

gk.
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BGgen

and

Extraction algorithm,

tk ← ExtA (gk, ck, ξR ):

Given source code and random coins of the malicious key generator
auxiliary information

ξR

A,

and some

it acts as follows.

α ∈ {x, â} do
α ← ExtA (gk, ck, ξR )
tk ← (x, â)
Return tk

For

Fig. 2: Extraction procedure in simulation of setup phase in sub-equivocal commitment scheme described in Fig. 1
Simulator

Sim.A(gk):

gk ∶= (p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, [1]1 , [1]2 ) ← BGgen(1λ );
ck ←$ A(gk);
# similar to procedure desribed in Fig. 1
By executing CKVer(gk, ck),
check if
-

[â]1 ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [â]2

-

[xi ]1 ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [xi ]2 ,

-

[âx ]1 ● [1]2 = [1]1 ● [âx ]2 ,

-

[â]1 ● [x ]2 = [1]1 ● [âx ]2 ,

i

for

i

i

i

i ∈ [1 .. n]

for

for

tk ∶= x, â ← ExtA (gk, ck)
tk ← 
Return (ck, tk)
then

i ∈ [1 .. n]

i ∈ [1 .. n]
# using extractor in Fig. 2

Else

Fig. 3:

Simulation of setup phase in the commitment scheme described in

Fig. 1 [Gro10,Lip12].

ExtA that if all the verications in alâ and x, then the extractor ExtA extracts x and â;

there exists a polynomial time extractor
gorithm
as

CKVer

pass for some

AdvBDH−KE
BGgen,A,ExtA

is negligible. A high-level description of extraction procedure

is shown in Fig. 2.
One may notice that the verications in algorithm

CKVer (described in Fig. 1)
ck, which is nec-

verify the well-formedness of all elements in commitment key

essary for completeness of the commitment scheme as well. By considering this
fact, if all the

CKVer's

paring checks, then the malicious key generator's out-

putted commitment key

ck

has the same structure as one output by the

ExtA one can do the
Sim.A described in Fig.

KGen

algorithm. Then, using extractor

simulation of malicious

key generation using algorithm

3.

Finally, using the extracted trapdoor

tk,

one can consider the rest of proof

as the proof of equivocality given for original scheme, by showing that given the
(extracted) trapdoors one can use two algorithms

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk

(described

in Fig. 1) and generate a fake commitment and the corresponding valid opening
that will be successfully veried by

OpenVerck .

This completes the proof.

⊔
⊓
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Batched Commitment Key Verication,

0/1 ← CKVer(gk, ck):

probabilistic algorithm that, given commitment key

gk

Batched

CKVer

is a

ck and public setup information
ck elements,

(that can be computed locally), does the following verications on

- Parse or recompute

gk ∶= (p, G1 , G2 , GT , ê, [1]1 , [1]2 ) ← BGgen(1λ );

- Samples three vector of randomnesses with length

n

as

r, s, t ←$ {1, . . . , 2λ };

i
([â]1 +
ri [x ]1 +
si [âx ]1 ) ● [1]2 + [â]1 ● ∑n
i=1 ti [x ]2 = [1]1 ●
n
i
n
i
n
i
([â]2 + ∑i=1 ri [x ]2 + ∑i=1 si [âx ]2 + ∑i=1 ti [âx ]2 ), then return 1 (the ck is
n
∑i=1

- If

i

n
∑i=1

i

well-formed);
- Else,

return 0 (the ck is not well-formed);

Fig. 4: Batched

Discussions.

CKVer algorithm for sub-equivocal commitment scheme in Fig. 1

In summary, the result of Thm. 2 shows that one can construct

commitment schemes that allows a committer to achieve equivocality without
trusting to the key generator (a third party). But to achieve this, the committer
requires to check the well-formedness of commitment keys before using them in

Comck . To do so, a committer only needs to execute CKVer algorithm
ck elements. Note that if a committer will use commitment keys several times,

algorithm
on

he only requires to check the keys once. One may also note that the informationtheoretical variant of equivocality hold even for adversarial keys.

Remark 1.

In practice, executing

CKVer

algorithm on long commitment keys

might take considerable time. In such cases, to make

+

CKVer

more ecient, one

can use batching techniques [BGR98,HHK 17] to speed up the verication.
Particularly for the sub-equivocal commitment scheme given in Fig. 1, in
order to execute

CKVer,

one needs to compute

5n + 2

parings (note that right

hand of verications in fourth item, already are computed in third item). But
with batching techniques, one can write a batched form of

CKVer algorithm as in

Fig. 4 and decrease the number of paring equations considerably. For instance,
with batched

CKVer

algorithm in Fig. 4, one can verify public commitment

keys of sub-equivocal commitment scheme in Fig. 1 with only
exponentiations, that for large values of

n,

3

parings and

6n

this takes considerably less time.

5.2 Sub-binding and Sub-hiding
In this section, we show the second positive result which states that we can
construct commitment schemes that achieve sub-hiding and sub-binding at the
same time, but not equivocality.
Let

KGen

is

2−party
Πcom
= (KGen, Comck , OpenVerck )

trivial,

be a commitment scheme that its

meaning that committer and verier can ignore its output. We

prove that if there exists such hiding and binding commitment scheme, then it
also guarantees sub-hiding and sub-binding. Generally speaking, this covers commitment schemes that do not require (particular) setup phase, except choosing
some system parameters that can be agreed in between both parties jointly, e.g.
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agreeing on order and generator of the underlying group or a particular stan-

ck is trivial, e.g. it is empty
ck = {}, so there is no risk of subverting. So, basically the setup-less commitment

dard hash function. Intuitively, one can see that if
schemes belong to this family.

Lemma 1. Let

2−party
2−party
Πcom
be a commitment scheme with trivial ck. If Πcom

satises binding and hiding, it also guarantees sub-binding and sub-hiding.
Proof.

Let

A

be a sub-binding adversary, meaning that

⎤
⎡(ck, c, (m0 , op ), (m1 , op )) ← A(gk) ∶
⎥
⎢
0
1
⎥
⎢
Pr ⎢⎢CKVer(gk, ck) = 1 ∧ (OpenVerck (c, m0 , op0 ) = 1)∧⎥⎥ ≈λ 1 − negl(λ) .
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢(OpenVerck (c, m1 , op1 ) = 1) ∧ (m0 =/ m1 )
⎦
⎣
Now by considering the fact that in a

2−party
Πcom

commitment scheme, meaning

ck, so its commitment key can be generated by either adversary
or the honest KGen. So in above game we can substitute malicious key generator
A in the setup phase with a honest KGen, meaning that
that it has trivial

⎡ck ← KGen(gk) , (c, (m0 , op ), (m1 , op )) ← A(ck) ∶⎤
⎥
⎢
0
1
⎥
⎢
Pr ⎢⎢CKVer(ξ, ck) = 1 ∧ (OpenVerck (c, m0 , op0 ) = 1)∧ ⎥⎥ ≈λ 1 − negl(λ) ,
⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢(OpenVerck (c, m1 , op1 ) = 1) ∧ (m0 =/ m1 )
⎣
⎦
which gives us a new successful adversary for binding of the commitment scheme

2−party
Πcom
.

As a result, if

Similarly, let

A

2−party
Πcom

guarantees binding, so it is also sub-binding.

be a sub-hiding adversary, meaning that

(ck, (m0 , m1 )) ← A(gk), b ←$ {0, 1}, CKVer(gk, ck) = 1,
Pr [
] ≈λ 1 − negl(λ) .
(cb , opb ) ← Comck (ck, mb ), b′ ← A(ck, cb ) ∶ b′ = b
Similar to previous case, by considering the property of a
scheme, we can substitute malicious key generator
honest

KGen,

A

2−party
Πcom

commitment

in the setup phase with an

which results,

ck ← KGen(gk) , (m0 , m1 ) ← A(ck), b ←$ {0, 1}, CKVer(gk, ck) = 1,
] ≈λ 1−negl(λ) ,
Pr [
(cb , opb ) ← Comck (ck, mb ), b′ ← A(ck, cb ) ∶ b′ = b
that gives us a new successful adversary for hiding of the commitment scheme

2−party
Πcom
.

Hence, if

2−party
Πcom

guarantees binding, so it is also sub-binding. Note

that generally when key generation is done honestly,

CKVer always returns 1. ⊔
⊓

Theorem 3 (Sub-hiding and Sub-binding Commitment Schemes). Under some standard assumptions (e.g. DDH, CDH and etc), there exist commitment schemes that archive sub-hiding and sub-binding.
Proof.

Basically all setup-less commitment schemes (e.g. the ones constructed

with standard hash functions) that can guarantee hiding and binding are a
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2−party
Πcom

commitment scheme. As a result, by considering the result of Lemma 1,

all of them can also guarantee sub-hiding and sub-binding.
As an interesting example, recently, Lombardi and Schaeer [LS19] observed
and proved that any Key Agreement (KA) protocol satisfying perfect completeness (i.e. if both parties are honest, the nal agreed keys are the same), can
be used to construct a non-interactive commitment scheme which guarantees
(perfectly) binding and (computationally) hiding and does not need a particular
setup phase. The implication works for all KA protocols independent of number
of rounds in the protocol. Intuitively, they observed that the transcript of a KA
protocol can be considered as a commitment to the nal agreed key

4 . The com-

mitment schemes constructed from such KA protocols can also be considered as
a

2−party
Πcom

commitment scheme, and consequently a sub-binding and sub-hiding

commitment scheme [LS19].

⊔
⊓

5.3 Binding, Equivocality and Sub-hiding
We now consider the last positive result in Tab. 1 which states that we can have a
commitment scheme that achieves hiding, equivocality, binding, and sub-hiding
at the same time. This result might look redundant in comparison with rst positive result. Since by considering the relation between standard and new notions
of a commitment scheme, described in Tab. 1, one can see that this result can
be concluded from rst positive result, as sub-equivocality implies sub-hiding
and equivocality. But the point is that the proof of rst positive result is established under the knowledge assumption BDH-KE (a non-falsiable assumption),
but here we show that one can still achieve sub-hiding under standard assumptions (falsiable assumptions) by requiring that there exist hiding, binding and
equivocal commitment schemes.

Pedersen Commitment Scheme Achieves Sub-hiding.

We show the Pedersen

commitment scheme [Ped92] can guarantee sub-hiding property with minimal
checking. More accurately, the committer only needs to run the
rithm to verify

ck

CKVer

algo-

before using the key for committing, and luckily the checking

for this scheme is quite simple. A variation of Pedersen commitment scheme that
archives sub-hiding under standard assumptions can be expressed as a tuple of algorithms

sub−ped
Πcom
= (KGen, CKVer, Comck , OpenVerck , Sim.KGen, Com∗tk , Equivtk )

described in Fig. 5. Note that we are interested to active new notion by retaining already achieved ones. It is worth to mention that, since here we assume the
commitment scheme achieves equivocality by trusting to the key generator, so
we used

4

Sim.KGen

instead of

Sim.A

from the algorithms listed in

sub−ped
Πcom
.

A,B
ΠKA
be a complete KA protocol between parties A and B , with random inputs
xA and yB , respectively. The committing phase of the by-result commitment scheme
will be as the following: on input a bit b, random inputs xA and yB for an execution
A,B
A,B
of ΠKA ; compute the transcript τ of the KA protocol ΠKA
using xA and xB , and
return c as commitment, c ∶= (τ, b ⊕ k), where k is the nal agreed key [LS19].

Let
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Parameter Generation, gk ← BGgen(1λ ):
ates the description of a group

Key Generation, ck ← KGen(gk):

G

of prime order

p

and return

Generates two generators

h ∶= g , where in such case sk
ck. We let ck ∶= (g, h);
sk

also can be taken as

1λ , genergk ∶= (G, p).

Given security parameter

(g, h) ← G2 ,

where

h

would be the secret trapdoor

of the commitment key

Commitment Key Verication, 0/1 ← CKVer(gk, ck):
gk

ck,

and commitment key

and

h =/ 0,

else return

check if both

g, h ∈ G

Given setup information

and returns

1

if both

g =/ 0

0.

Committing, (c, op) ← Comck (m; r):

Given (ck, m) for CKVer(gk, ck) = 1, where
m ∈ Zp , it samples a randomness r ← Zp and computes the commitment (c, op) ∶=
(g m hr , r).

Opening Verication, 0/1 ← OpenVerck (c, m, op): Outputs 1 if g m hr = c, else 0;
Simulation of Key Generation, (ck, tk) ← Sim.KGen(gk): Generates two generators

g ←G

and

commitment key

h = g sk , where sk ← Zp would be
ck. We let (ck, tk) ∶= ((g, h), sk);

Trapdoor Committing, (c, ek) ← Com∗tk (ck):

as input, outputs an equivocal commitment
and an equivocation key

ek = s.

Trapdoor Opening, r ← Equivtk (c, m):
c ∈ Cck and messages m creates
Comck (m; r), and returns r.

the secret trapdoor of the

Given commitment key ck and tk
c = Comck (0; s) = g s where s ← Zp

On input equivocation key ek = s ∈
r ← (s − m) ⋅ sk−1 , such that

an opening

Zp ,
c =

Fig. 5: Pedersen commitment scheme with sub-hiding.

Theorem 4 (Subversion-Resistant Pedersen Commitment). The Pedersen commitment scheme with the construction described in Fig. 5 is hiding,
equivocal, binding and sub-hiding under the discrete logarithm assumption in G.
Proof.

g

and

random choice

G.

CKVer(gk, ck) returned 1, we conclude
h are non-zero group elements, so one can notice that upon
m r
of r ∈ Zp , for any m ∈ Zp , c = g h is uniformly distributed over

For the sub-hiding property, once

that both

For the binding property, as the non-subversion resistant version, one can

observe that given openings

(m0 , m1 ),

the relation

discrete logarithm of

h

g

(r0 , r1 )

m 0 r0

h

in base

for a commitment

c

to distinct messages

m0 −m1
r1 −r0

m 1 r1

= g h leads to h = g
g . Intuitively, if the discrete

, which gives the

logarithm problem

is hard, the commitment scheme is (computationally) binding. For equivocality,
as original scheme we can see that given trapdoor

tk

of the commitment key

ck,

one can generate a fake commitment and the corresponding valid opening using

Com∗tk

and

Equivtk

described in Fig. 5. This results the theorem.

⊔
⊓

To sum up, the Thm. 4 shows that, even if a malicious key generator generates
the commitment key

ck

for Pedersen commitment scheme, still committer can

achieve hiding (sub-hiding) by some simple checking. But to guarantee equivocality, still committer needs to trust the key generator or use a commitment
scheme as described in 1.
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